Tennis Match Results
Florida vs Arkansas
Mar 18, 2017 at Fayetteville, AR
(Billinglsey Tennis Center)

#16 Florida 4, Arkansas 3

Singles competition
1. #10 Alfredo Perez (UF) def. #6 Mike Redlicki (AR) 6-3, 6-3
2. #24 Jose Salazar (AR) def. #79 Elliott Orkin (UF) 6-2, 6-3
3. Chase Perez-Blanco (UF) def. Adam Sanjurio (AR) 6-4, 7-5
4. Oscar Mesquida (AR) def. Johannes Ingildsen (UF) 6-4, 6-4
5. Johan den Toom (AR) def. Maxx Lipman (UF) 6-3, 6-3
6. Joseph Guillin (UF) def. Juan Marino (AR) 6-2, 6-4

Doubles competition
1. #4 Johannes Ingildsen/Alfredo Perez (UF) def. #56 Mike Redlicki/Jose Salazar (AR) 7-5
2. Adam Sanjurjo/Oscar Mesquida (AR) vs. Maxx Lipman/Elliott Orkin (UF) 6-5, unfinished
3. Joshua Wardell/Chase Perez-Blanco (UF) def. Johan den Toom/Branch Terrell (AR) 6-1

Match Notes:
Florida 11-6 (4-1 SEC); National ranking #16
Arkansas 8-8 (2-3 SEC)
Order of finish: Doubles (3,1); Singles (2,6,5,1,3,4)